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the sensor is prevented. It will be appreciated that when 
light is not being received by the sensor, there is no sen 
sor output to vary in response to light intensity varia 
tions, and thus no information available from the sen 
sor to detect such light intensity variations. 5 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention provides an automatic gain 

control arrangement for a transducer for sensing the 
movement of one member with respect to another, 
which arrangement assures that a constant gain is main 
tained for the transducer even though its output is a 
varying signal and one state of the signal that must be 
assured of being constant is a point of minimum poten 
tial of the varying signal. This is accomplished in the in 
stant invention by comparing the varying output of the 
transducer with a reference signal to maintain at least 
one selected state of the transducer at a constant level 
and by biasing the transducer means so that such state 
is always at a value other than zero. When the trans- 20 
ducer is an optical transducer having gratings or other 
elements which vary the light received by a sensor, the 
biasing is simply obtained by providing areas of trans 
parency or translucency in the gratings to allow light to 
pass therethrough to the sensor even when the gratings 25 
are so positioned relative to one another to allow a min 
imum of light passage. 
Most desirably, the invention also provides automatic 

gain control for the transducer at two selected states 
thereof. To this end, the invention includes a pair of 30 
reference signals, one for comparison with the poten 
tial level of the output representative of one of the 
states and the other for comparison with the potential 
level of the output representative of the other state, and 
a switching arrangement for providing the appropriate 
comparison, depending upon which state must be 
maintained constant at the particular mode of opera 
tion of the apparatus. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
With reference to the accompanying single sheet of 

drawing: - 

FIG. 1 is an isometric schematic view illustrating the 
major components of a disc drive and recording mech 
anism, including an optical position sensing arrange 
ment of the type to which the invention is particularly 
applicable; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic plan view of portions of a pair 

of gratings of a preferred embodiment of a position 
sensing arrangement of the invention; 
FIG. 3 is a composite view of the track vicinity output 

signal obtainable with the instant invention superim 
posed on typical position signals; and 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a preferred automatic 

gain control arrangement of the instant invention com 
bined with the optical position sensing arrangement of 
FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 illustrates the major components of a data 
storage and recording apparatus of the type to which 
the present invention is particularly applicable. Such 
apparatus includes a data storage device 11 of the so 
called disc pack type, made up of a plurality of coaxial 
recording discs 12 mounted for rotation together on a 
drive spindle 13. The active planer surfaces of each 
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4 
disc 12 are coated with a magnetically recordable ma 
terial to enable the desired data storage. A motor 14 is 
provided for axially rotating the disc pack so that data 
can be selectively transferred onto or from circular 
tracks on the individual disc surfaces by corresponding 
data transfer devices in the form of read/write heads 
16. A head 16 is provided for each active disc surface 
and such heads are individually supported by asso 
ciated cantilevered support arms 17 extending radially 
of the discs from an upright 19 of a translatable car 
riage 21. - - 

Carriage 21 is secured to the moving coil 22 of an 
electromagnetic actuator 23. The actuator is energized 
by a position servo system, represented diagramatically 
in FIG. 1 by block 24 to translate carriage 21 and, 
hence, the read/write heads 16 radially of the disc pack 
12 and hold the same at various radial locations with 
respect to the disc surfaces. Each radial location, i.e., 
relative position of the heads with respect to the disc 
surfaces, corresponds to a closed path or track of each 
head over its associated disc surface formed upon rota 
tion of the pack. Data is transferable to and from each 
head and its corresponding disc surface on each one of 
such tracks. The dotted lines 26 and 27 on the top sur 
face of the uppermost disc represent two of such tracks 
which are adjacent to one another. - 
The apparatus further includes means for sensing 

movement of the heads relative to the discs and provid 
ing output signals from which the position of each head 
with respect to its corresponding disc surface at any 
given time can be determined. Most desirably, such sys 
tem is basically the same as that disclosed in the previ 
ously mentioned copending Pat. application Ser. No. 
172,781. As described therein, the system relies on a 
plurality of optical transducers made up of three light 
sources 28, 29 and 31 and corresponding photoelectric 
sensors 32, 33 and 34. It further includes means re 
sponsive to movement of the heads relative to the discs 
by varying the amount of light receivable by each of the 
sensors from its corresponding source. More particu 
larly, a pair of generally light transmitting elements in 
the form of gratings 36 and 37 are positioned in the 
light paths (represented by the dotted lines 38) extend 
ing from each source to its corresponding sensor. The 
grating 36 is fixed to the actuator 23 and, hence, with 
respect to the recording discs, whereas the grating 37 
is mounted on the carriage for movement therewith 
and hence for movement with the read/write heads 16. 

Each of the gratings 36 and 37 is provided with a pat 
term of a opaque character which cooperates with a 
similar pattern on the other to vary in a predetermined 
manner the intensity of light permitted to be received 
by each of the sensors as the gratings move with respect 
to one another. Since the amount of current generated 
by each photoelectric sensor will be dependent upon 
the intensity of the light received thereby, the resulting 
current output of the sensor will be indicative of the 
movement of the gratings relative to one another and, 
hence, movement of the heads relative to their asso 
ciated disc surfaces. 
Most simply, each of the grating assemblies 36 and 

37 is made up of a glass plate which is masked with 
closely spaced parallel lines or stripes to thereby create 
alternate opaque and transparent areas. As explained 
in the copending Pat application Ser. No. 172,781, 
with such a pattern, movement of grating 37 with re 
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While the invention has been described in connec 

tion with a preferred embodiment thereof, it will be 
recognized by those skilled in the art that various 
changes and modifications can be made without de 
parting from its spirit. For example, the lower potential 
limit of the range over which the track vicinity signal 
is variable can be used to provide for the desired com 
pensation during the seek condition, rather than the 
upper potential peak. To effect this modification, it is 
only necessary to compare the output signal generated 
by the light emitting diode with the lower potential ref 
erence source during the seek and reverse the charging 
and discharging time constants of the capacitor 76. It 
is therefore intended that the coverage afforded appli 
cant be limited only by the claims and their equivalents. 

We claim: 
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1. In apparatus for sensing the movement of a mov 
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10 
able carriage with respect to a stationary member, a 
first grating mounted on said movable carriage, a plu 
rality of gratings and a grid, all called a second grating, 
mounted parallel to said first grating on said stationary 
member, each grating and grid having parallel alternat 
ing transparent and non-transparent lines, a plurality of 
light sources on one side of said second grating 
mounted for directing light through said first and said 
second gratings, sensing means positioned to detect 
light directed through said first and said second grat 
ings whereby, with movement of said first grating, light 
will be alternately blocked and transmitted although 
never allowing said light through said grid to be totally 
extinguished thereby to permit light to strike the sensor 
even when the lines are moved to maximum light 
blocking position. 
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